Announcements

▸ Labs start this WEEK

▸ HW00 (due on Monday 9/5 10:00 pm)

▸ Lesson00 and Lesson01 (due on Wednesday 9/7 10:00 pm)
Join Office Hours

- We are finalizing office hours schedule

- Office hours starts tomorrow Tuesday 8/30

  Physical Hours:
  - Computer Science Building Basement Siebel 0224

- Virtual Hours: using queue and discord

- Will update the course page sometime today 😊
Topics Covered in Week 1 (Lesson00)

- Math Review (Summation Series, Derivatives, etc.)
- Marr’s Levels (Computation theory, Representation and Hardware)
- Abstraction, or the ability to create a model of some phenomenon.
Topics Covered in Week 2 (Lesson 01)

- Python Environment (Jupyter Notebook)
- Python Elements and Basic Syntax
  - Literals, names, operators, comments, keywords
- Expressions
- Assignment Statement
- Errors (Syntax and Logical)
- Comments
- `input` and `eval` functions